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Abstract 
This paper introduced WGS-84 and BJ-54 coordinate transformation model and the influence comparison from 
geodetic elevation between seven-parameter model and three-parameter model, and finished transformation 
parameters calculation and accuracy analysis of BJ-54 coordinate system at home and the world 84 coordinate system 
by an example, which had some reference to other GPS measurement projects.  
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1. Introduction  
In the measurement and application, GPS receivers are usually observed. Then we get the coordinates of 
WGS-84 geocentric coordinate system, but BJ-54, Xi'an 80 coordinate system and local coordinate system 
are really widely used at home. Due to the difference of the origins and the unparallel coordinate axes 
corresponding to two types of coordinates, the coordinate transformation must be needed in practical 
application. This paper studied the coordinate transformation between WGS-84 coordinate and BJ-54 
coordinate and the transformation between BJ-54 coordinate and local coordinate, which was combined to 
the GPS monitoring network of Tashan Mine in Datong. 
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2. Coordinate System Transformation Model  
The ellipsoid parameters of WGS-84 geodetic coordinate system are: 
Semi major axis:  
a=6378137m±2m 
terrestrial gravitational constant:  
Gm=3986005×108m3/s2±0.6×108m3/s2 
terrestrial angular velocity: 
sradsrad /1015.0/107292115 1111  uru Z  
conventional terrestrial flattening:  
257223563.298184  
f  
the ellipsoid parameters of BJ-54 coordinate are: 
semi major axis: 
ma 637824554   
flattening of ellipsoid:  
3.298154  
f  
The classical three dimension Hermetic transformation method is most frequently used in the GPS 
measurement. It’s also the most rigorous and sophisticated method in mathematics. 
The three translation parameters are the origin (geocentric) deviation (DX, DY, DZ) from local 
coordinate system to WGS-84 system. The three axes of local coordinate system can not be strictly parallel 
to corresponding axes of WGS-84 geocentric coordinate system, so a small angle needs to be rotated to 
achieve the parallel requirements, and three so-called directional Z would be built. Finally, taking into 
account the different size of the two ellipsoids, there is a scale factor (m) from local coordinate system to 
WGS-84 geocentric coordinate system. The Z X, Z Y, Z parameter transformation model was established 
based on the above ideas, because it contains seven parameters, so the method is usually called 7 
parameters method. Seven-parameter transformation model: 
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The chief advantage is that the method can keep the computation accuracy of GPS measurement. As 
long as the local coordinates (including the plane and elevation) are accurate enough and the distribution of 
common points is reasonable, the method can apply regardless of the region size. 
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2.1   The transformation model from geodetic coordinate system to the space rectangular coordinate 
system
Under the same coordinate frame of reference, the formula of the transformation from geodetic 
coordinates (B, L, H) to space rectangular coordinates (X, Y, Z) is: 
 
                    (2) 
 
 
N is the radius of prime vertical, e is the first eccentricity of reference ellipsoid 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Geodetic Coordinate System and Space Rectangular Coordinate System  
2.2  The seven parameters transformation model in space rectangular coordinate system  
Buersha model has seven parameters, three translation parameters named TXA, B, TYA, B, TZA, B, 
three rotation parameters named ȦXA, B, ȦYA, B, ȦZA, B, and a scale parameter named mA, B included. 
(3) 
2.3 The transformation model from space rectangular coordinate system to the geodetic coordinate 
system
Under the same coordinate frame of reference, the formula of the transformation from space rectangular 
coordinates (X, Y, Z) to geodetic coordinates (B, L, H) is: 
   
(4) 
 
 
 
With the seven parameters, the coordinate transformation of unknown points can be carried out using 
Buersha formula. Once input a set of coordinates, you can calculate the new coordinates. 
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1. The transformation from geodetic coordinates to rectangular space coordinates:   geodetic coordinates 
(B, L, H) are transformed into the corresponding rectangular space coordinates (X, Y, Z). 
2. The transformation from rectangular space coordinate to geodetic coordinates: rectangular space 
coordinates (X, Y, Z) are transformed into the corresponding geodetic coordinates (B, L, H). 
3. The transformation from geodetic coordinates to plane rectangular coordinates: transformation for the 
plane rectangular coordinates to geodetic coordinates (B, L) are transformed into the plane rectangular 
coordinates (x, y), which is suited for Gaussian, UTM projection standard zone (3 degrees, 6 degrees zone) 
and any zone. 
4. The transformation from plane rectangular coordinates to geodetic coordinates: plane rectangular 
coordinates (x, y) are transformed into geodetic coordinates (B, L), which is suited for Gaussian, UTM 
projection standard zone (3 degrees, 6 degrees zone) and any zone. 
5. The transformation between different geodetic coordinate system: geodetic coordinates (B, L, H) or 
rectangular space coordinates (X, Y, Z) are transformed from a coordinate system to another, then the 
model could be Buersha (seven parameters, six parameters, five parameters, four parameters, three 
parameters) model or Morokinski (seven parameters, six parameters, five parameters, four parameters, 
three parameters) model. 
6. The solution of transformation parameters between different geodetic coordinate system: to solve the 
transformation parameters of geodetic coordinates (B, L, H) or rectangular space coordinates (X, Y, Z) 
from a coordinate system to another, Buersha (seven parameters, six parameters, five parameters, four 
parameters, three parameters) model or Morokinski (seven parameters, six parameters, five parameters, 
four parameters, three parameters) model can be chosen. 
7. The transformation between different plane rectangular coordinate systems: geodetic coordinates (B, 
L, H) or plane rectangular coordinates (x, y) are transformed from a coordinate system to another with 
conformal polynomial transform model (eight parameters), affine model (six parameters) or similarity 
transformation model (four parameters). 
8. The solution of transformation parameters between different plane rectangular coordinate systems: to 
solve the transformation parameters of geodetic coordinates (B, L, H) or plane rectangular coordinates (x, y) 
from a coordinate system to another, conformal polynomial transform model (eight parameters), affine 
model (six parameters) or similarity transformation model (four parameters) can be chosen. 
3. Experimental example and accuracy analysis  
GPS data actually observed was transformed into BJ-54 coordinate system, the original and new 
coordinates are as follows: 
Table 1 WGS-84 Geodetic Coordinates  
Point number geodetic latitude B geodetic longitude L geodetic elevation H 
25 44.04192787 89.23410735 651.89963 
26 45.26487732 86.14028759 273.49208 
27 38.0602854 77.09569928 1282.5874 
28 45.58253666 90.00213168 1141.8829 
29 47.40516044 87.53573556 775.89107 
30 36.5056699 82.22538966 1617.374 
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Table 2 BJ-54 Geodetic Coordinates after Transformation 
Point number geodetic latitude B geodetic longitude L geodetic elevation H 
25 44.04181348 89.23376336 688.45 
26 45.26475117 86.13594382 313.9 
27 38.06015081 77.09542816 1337.96 
28 45.58241804 90.00177408 1179.32 
29 47.40503491 87.53537266 814.453 
30 36.50554974 82.22510189 1665.582 
Table 3 Seven Parameters in Transformation 
paremeter value 
dx/m 105.855952479094 
dy/m 21.6165873662535 
dz/m 15.6308833880994 
Wx/s 0.912386 
Wy/s 0.617376 
Wz/s -0.696427 
dK 0.00001875827523832870 
Table 4 Accuracy Analysis in Transformation 
  Point number 29 30 
Known value 
B/° 47.40503491  36.50554974 
L/° 87.53537266 82.22510189 
H/m 814.453 1665.582 
Computed value 
B/° 47.40503464  36.50554943 
L/° 87.53537283 82.22510203 
H/m 814.476 1665.601 
deviation 
B/s -0.0027 -0.0031 
L/s 0.0017 0.0014 
H/m 0.023 0.019 
4. Conclusion  
By the introduction of the transformation algorithm between WGS-84 and BJ-54 coordinate and the 
influence comparison from geodetic elevation between seven-parameter model and three-parameter model, 
we can draw the following conclusions: 
1) Owing to the low precision of reference-ellipsoid-centric geodetic elevation, when calculating 
parameters, the more the coincidence points and the shorter the side, the better the accuracy will become. 
2) Through space conversion, GPS measurement points can obtain plane coordinates and elevation, 
which is usually used in larger coverage. When using space conversion model, the accuracy of elevation 
has little effect on the plane coordinates, and if the area is small, in the seven parameters of space 
transformation model, the rotation parameters and scale parameters has a strong correlation with coordinate 
translation parameters, which makes the results quite different of the seven-parameter model and the three- 
parameter model. 
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3) In engineering construction leveling elevation not the geodetic elevation will be used, so it’s 
suggested that the leveling elevation should take instead of the geodetic elevation in 54 coordinate. With 
the spatial transformation parameters, it can directly transform the GPS coordinates into plane coordinates 
and leveling elevation. It should be noted that the spatial transformation model is a geometric 
transformation, so the public points must be uniform distribution when transforming GPS points to 54 
coordinates by translation, rotation, scaling transformation. Taking leveling elevation instead of geodetic 
elevation, the transformation model is not sensitive to the elevation, the plane coordinates after conversion 
will not be affected much, but the irregularity of the geodetic level surface will be reflected in the height 
transformation residuals, and the precision of leveling elevation after conversion will be low in the 
complex area of geodetic level surface. In practical applications, the height transformation residuals can be 
fitted out by fit model, then add a correction elevation to obtain the accuracy leveling elevation. 
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